ONLINE Auction Catalog Pictures
Preferred Views

Main Pose
Attention Getter. Show the horse’s occupation.

Head View - Attractive, clean and well-fitting halter or bridle.

Left Profile
All 4 legs and feet are visible. Background is not distracting. Attractive camera angle.

Right Profile - Legs furthest away from photographer are closer together. The horse has a pleasing expression. Photographer is standing just behind girth area with camera held level with middle of barrel.

Front View
Conformation is easily viewed.

Back View
Conformation & legs are easily viewed - tail does not obscure legs.

With the exception of the Main Pose and head view, these pictures were taken with a camera phone.

The pictures were taken from a low angle, down on one knee.

• The sun is behind the photographer to minimize shadows.
• Pay attention to slope of ground. Do not put horse’s front feet lower than hind feet.